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You would use this approach to drive up the performance and availability of your equipment or machines and increase 
the quality of the products that they produce.

What investment is needed to understand the concept?

Projected performance gains

Requires some reading

around the subject and a  

structured approach

Best results come from a team 

of Maintenance Engineers and 

Assembly Operators

Shadow Boards, White Boards, 

potentially some additional 

tooling and cleaning equipment, 

additional spare parts

DIFFICULTY

Medium

EQUIPMENTACTIVITY

Team

 
Explanation of the concept

• Machine Performance – speeds

• Machine Availability – reduce chronic and sporadic breakdowns

• Product Quality – reduce start-up losses and improve production yields

Improved

Most factories use some form of equipment and machines as part of their production processes. These need to be 

inspected and maintained if they are to deliver the required performance levels. TPM is a system that uses a mixture of 

Operator Asset Care (OAC) and Planned Preventative Maintenance (PPM) to keep machines and equipment performing 

to their best levels.

5 Key Building Blocks
Total Productive Maintenance

OEE Operator Asset 
Care

Planned 
Preventative 
Maintenance

Predictive 
Maintenance

New Asset 
Introduction

Downtime 
Data

First Line

Structured
Strategic Standardised

• Data collection
• Downtime
• Analysis

• Basic cleaning    
  checking
• Done by operators

• Service
• Inspection
• Prevention
• Improvement

• Critical areas
• Key components
• Lifetime analysis of   
  parts

• Purchase criteria
• Standard parts
• Connections

1 2 3
Measurement Cycle Condition Cycle Problem Prevention Cycle

Yes
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The initial phase of TPM is to measure current machine performance 

using the Overall Equipment. 

Effectiveness (OEE) measure = 

Availability (%) x Performance (%) x Quality (%).

The machines are then inspected in detail by a team of Operators and Engineers and a Refurbishment Plan created to 

bring the machine back up to the required standard.

The Operators and Engineers then agree on what the Operators can do on a daily/shift basis to inspect the equipment 

to make sure it remains at the required standard. This is called Operator Asset Care (OAC) and can include some low 

level maintenance activities e.g. topping up fluid, checking sensors are working etc. These activities are captured in an 

OAC Sheet which is a highly visual operating procedure.

The Engineers review their maintenance plans based on an assessment of the critical parts of the machines and 

historical performance issues. The Planned Preventative Maintenance is then developed.

 

Refer to Factsheet 20: Calculating 
and Using OEE to help you with this

PM
Planned Maintenance

Criticality Assessment

• Condition Appraisal
• Observe machine  
   functions
• Observe Machine  
   Processes
• Id Critical Machine 
  Areas
• Id Key Components
• Assess Failure Impact
• Create List

Life Expectancy

• Component Lifespan
• Agree % Replacement
  Threshold

Spare Parts

• Compile Spares List
• Spares List Financial  
   Impact
• Prudent Selection of  
  Spares
• Stock to Agreed 
   Levels

Planned Introduction

• Developed Planned  
   Maintenance 
   Schedule
• In-line with Internal  
  Service
• In-line with External  
  Service

Development Process for Planned Maintenance
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What action should I take?

Gather together a group 

of Maintenance Engineers 

and Operators

Explain the concepts

behind TPM

Gather OEE data over at 

least a 2 week period

21 3

Perform a deep clean 

and inspection of the 

machine and create a 

Refurbishment Plan

4

“

“

Use the Refurbishment Plan 

to bring the machine up to 

the required condition

Identify the critical parts

of the machine

Create Operator Asset

Care sheets

65 7
Create Planned 

Preventative

Maintenance sheets

8

Glossary of references

Chronic Breakdown – small, regular recurring machine stoppages

Sporadic Breakdown – long, unexpected machine stoppages

Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) – a holistic measure of machine performance that covers Performance,

Availability and Quality of product produced

Refurbishment Plan – plan to bring a machine back up to the required standard condition
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